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Art Savvy is a systematic approach to understanding art. It gives you methods to assess a design and really see what
the artist was doing. Unlike chaotic art writings, terms are clearly defined, categorized, organized and illustrated. It is
designed to answer questions like: What things will allow me to understand art? What are the basic elements? What is
concept art? Can you "read" a work of abstract art? Visual literacy is the ability to interpret, negotiate, and make
meaning from information presented in art work. Art Savvy gives you this. Defining Terms: Often art terms are not
clearly defined, are used interchangeably or get mixed up with other types of analysis. For a thorough exploration of
all aspects of art, photos of great works are referenced with color keyed notations to illustrate the 5 easy pieces: 1.
Design Elements- Visual grammar, line, shape, form, mass etc. - definitions & how to see them. 2. Organization
Principles- How elements are arranged and how this effects the concept. 3. Style- Relation to other groups of work
and formulas for design. 4. Technique- How methods and materials are used to impact the concept. 5. Concept- What
this piece about. What major themes and elements were used. Assessment techniques in each section of Art Savvy
will train your eye to always see these 5 aspects of any artwork. It is not attempting judgments of relevance,
philosophy, spiritual meanings and other ethereal aspects that a work may convey. This text poses the question:
"What is the basic concept here?" but sticks to pure analysis and leaves all judgment to you and the experts. This
field guide is a mini textbook on design principles that will let you understand art!
This significant new book of poetry covers a wide area of life's challenges, victories and joys. It does not fail to
recognize God in all His Glory. Grandpa Moses Baird, the author, spares no punches in describing events and
situations that are sometimes painful to discuss. He does so without embarrassment, as he calls upon his own
experiences in a full life of tremendous variety. He credits his wife, Honey, for her interest and encouragement toward
his work. He deeply appreciates this support; as it has taken many hours of his time, lost in the composition of
"Volume of Poetry -Number 79." As one indulges in the subjects the author has chosen to commit to his rhyme and
verse, one can be transported to another time. A time when one likely encountered similar experiences to those that
unfold in his poetry. While the volume may not contain poems that will be learned and recited precisely, they will
leave a lasting impression on the minds and character of many. Grandpa Moses invites you to travel with him through
this patchwork of living..... really living!
An easy-to-digest overview of the many free and low-cost ways independent musicians, managers and promoters can
harness the Internet to gain widespread exposure, attract more fans, and make money with their music. Veteran
author, speaker and teacher Bob Baker reveals guerrilla marketing tactics to build an effective artist website, make
the most of social media sites, and use the latest digital music promotion tools. From Facebook, Twitter and YouTube
to blogs, podcasts and music sales widgets ... it's all covered here.
Promotes competency in music fundamentals through a hands- on approach to Rhythm, Melody, Intervals, Triads, and
Harmony. KEY TOPICS: Each new concept is reinforced through singing, listening, written exercises, keyboard
practice, and creative activity. Examples are drawn from a variety of sources, including world music, folk music,
Western art music, and musicals. Practice questions, musical applications, mastery tests, and projects are included in
each chapter. A learning tool for beginning musicians, and music teachers who teach music fundamentals.
Finding Harmony and Balance Through Inner Peace
Guerrilla Music Marketing Online
The Musician's Guide to Theory and Analysis
Eats Himself Smarter
Tutoring and Training Tips for Ministers
Cengage Advantage Books: A Creative Approach to Music Fundamentals
Children are inherently musical. They respond to music and learn through music. Music expresses
children's identity and heritage, teaches them to belong to a culture, and develops their cognitive wellbeing and inner self worth. As professional instructors, childcare workers, or students looking forward to a
career working with children, we should continuously search for ways to tap into children's natural
reservoir of enthusiasm for singing, moving and experimenting with instruments. But how, you might ask?
What music is appropriate for the children I'm working with? How can music help inspire a well-rounded
child? How do I reach and teach children musically? Most importantly perhaps, how can I incorporate
music into a curriculum that marginalizes the arts?This book explores a holistic, artistic, and integrated
approach to understanding the developmental connections between music and children. This book guides
professionals to work through music, harnessing the processes that underlie music learning, and outlining
developmentally appropriate methods to understand the role of music in children's lives through play,
games, creativity, and movement. Additionally, the book explores ways of applying music-making to
benefit the whole child, i.e., socially, emotionally, physically, cognitively, and linguistically.
Never HIGHLIGHT a Book Again! Virtually all of the testable terms, concepts, persons, places, and events
from the textbook are included. Cram101 Just the FACTS101 studyguides give all of the outlines,
highlights, notes, and quizzes for your textbook with optional online comprehensive practice tests. Only
Cram101 is Textbook Specific. Accompanys: 9780495555728 .
The Cengage Advantage edition of the best-selling A CREATIVE APPROACH TO MUSIC FUNDAMENTALS, this
first edition offers a streamlined text and extensive interactive resources as a complete course solution.
Thorough and clear, students learn the fundamentals of music, and then unleash their creativity to create
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their own compositions based on what they’ve learned. Integrated and extensive exercises in the text and
interactive Resource Center for Music Fundamental Advantage give students the opportunity to practice
and master key skills. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the
product text may not be available in the ebook version.
This market-leading book for the Fundamentals of Music course addresses the most difficult challenge in
teaching the course: the need to allow for students' differing abilities. Internationally renowned composer
William Duckworth covers the fundamentals in 11 concise main chapters that are supplemented by 11
enrichment appendices. These offer extended coverage for teachers or students who desire additional
instruction. With a practical focus on developing skills, Duckworth presents many clear examples that
show students the basics. Because students can best learn the fundamentals by using them, written and
aural exercises give students the opportunity to creatively apply their knowledge in realistic music
situations.
Brian
A Creative Approach to Music Fundamentals (Non Media Version)
Music Fundamental in Action Instant Access Code for Duckworth's a Creative Approach to Music
Fundamentals
129 Free and Low-cost Strategies to Promote and Sell Your Music on the Internet
With CD-ROM
Creative Stress
Creative Harmony is an advanced theory textbook by the famous American composer George Frederick
McKay (1899-1970) whose music has been presented by conductors Leopold Stokowski, Sir Thomas
Beecham, Leonard Slatkin, Arthur Fiedler, Howard Hanson, Karl Krueger, Frederick Fennell, Arthur
Benjamin and John McLaughlin Williams. His students have won the Grammy Award, an Academy
Award, The Pulitzer and the National Medal for the Arts, in addition to several Guggenheim Grants.
Professor McKay also had several hundred of his works published and is currently recorded on several
NAXOS CD recordings which receive extensive playings on radio channels and the internet. McKay
developed encouraging and experiential teaching techniques over 4 decades of work at the University of
Washington, Seattle, and was honored to be commissioned to compose the Seattle Centennial Symphony
in 1951, which was performed and broadcast by the Seattle Symphony for the occasion.
The Peruvian Heritage Songbook presents four classic children's songs from Peru for young learners all
over the world. Each song is fully illustrated with lyrics and sheet music so children of all ages can sing
along at home with the included CD. This book contains a very small sample of the rich musical heritage
of Peru. Please enjoy these songs and stories as you begin your journey to learn more about Peruvian
music and culture. -Read along in your book while listening to the accompanying recordings. Sing along
with the karaoke tracks while reading the book -Sing the songs in the book a cappella (voice only) -Play
along with shakers, drums, and other instruments -Act out the stories with puppets, props, or costumes
-For older children, follow the notes on the sheet music We hope this collection sparks a lifetime of
exploration of world music. Stream the audio tracks for all Heritage Series Songbooks at
www.montessorimusiclab.com Montessori Music Lab is based in Cambridge, MA and produces
educational music content for young people worldwide.
Designed for Music Theory courses, Music Theory Through Improvisation presents a unique approach to
basic theory and musicianship training that examines the study of traditional theory through the art of
improvisation. The book follows the same general progression of diatonic to non-diatonic harmony in
conventional approaches, but integrates improvisation, composition, keyboard harmony, analysis, and
rhythm. Conventional approaches to basic musicianship have largely been oriented toward study of
common practice harmony from the Euroclassical tradition, with a heavy emphasis in four-part chorale
writing. The author’s entirely new pathway places the study of harmony within improvisation and
composition in stylistically diverse format, with jazz and popular music serving as important stylistic
sources. Supplemental materials include a play-along audio in the downloadable resources for
improvisation and a companion website with resources for students and instructors.
This delightful book offers a wide and enticing range of gorgeous designs and scenes for you to color in
and make your own. The images and patterns of flora and fauna provide a relaxing way to explore the
artist inside you. By following your creative instincts, you will de-stress your mind and body and be
rewarded with a portfolio of beautiful finished artworks.
A New Approach to Sight Singing
[Altar]ed Culture
A Creative Approach to Music Fundamentals
Outlines and Highlights for a Creative Approach to Music Fundamentals by William Duckworth
Applied Music Fundamentals
A Path for Evolving Souls Living Through Personal and Planetary Upheaval
This market-leading book for the Fundamentals of Music course addresses students'
differing abilities. Internationally renowned composer William Duckworth covers the
fundamentals in 14 concise main chapters that are supplemented by 11 enrichment
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appendices. These offer extended coverage for teachers or students who desire additional
instruction. With a practical focus on developing skills, Duckworth presents many clear
examples that show students the basics. Because students can best learn the fundamentals
by using them, written and aural exercises give students the opportunity to creatively
apply their knowledge in realistic music situations.
A CREATIVE APPROACH TO MUSIC FUNDAMENTALS, Advantage Edition, 11th Edition is a readerfriendly, creative text that focuses on music fundamentals through written and aural
exercises. In addition, the text strives to teach students how to create music through
learning rhythm, melody, scales, intervals, and triads. Important Notice: Media content
referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the
ebook version.
In this story, shadows are depicted as parental figures. Parentals provide coverings and
are essential to us discovering our identity. Authors Jelina Sheppard and Karter Sheppard
tell a story of a little boy born without his covering. Join the boy with no shadow as he
discovers how amazing and unique he is, with or without his shadow. We don't always have
what we want, but the sun will always provide us with what we need when we need it most.
Until then, "Just remember, you're still awesome times three..." Jelina Sheppard is the
mother of four-year-old Karter and needed a creative approach to encourage her son when
asked about his father. Her passion for writing and love for her son pushed her to create
The Boy With No Shadow.
Each person is given the opportunity to respond to popular culture in a variety of ways.
They can condemn, critique, consume or copy. Not only do individuals have this choice,
each church has to choose its response to culture as well. What if we were never designed
to passively respond to culture, but to create it? God specifically created each person
to build a culture that honors Him. We are called to create a culture around us based
upon the worship of God. The purpose of this culture is help people engage in worship
beyond the corporate worship service. To teach them how to hear and see what God is doing
and carry it out in every relationship and situation they encounter. To present something
new and more compelling to the world than what they have seen before. This book will help
you discover how to create culture by examining Jesus' example and then give you
practical application on how to apply it to your life. This book is an invitation to come
and discover the path towards creating a culture that acknowledges and worships God.
Creative Harmony
Creative Approach to Music Fundamentals
Mastering the Fundamentals of Music
Fundamentals of Music
A brief and creative approach to music fundamentals
Rediscovering Your Divine Music
NOTE: This edition features the same content as the traditional text in a convenient, three-hole-punched, loose-leaf
version. Books a la Carte also offer a great value; this format costs significantly less than a new textbook. Before
purchasing, check with your instructor or review your course syllabus to ensure that you select the correct ISBN. For
courses in music fundamentals. Fundamentals of Music: Rudiments, Musicianship, and Composition , 7th Edition,
familiarizes readers with the notation and performance of Western music through creative composition projects,
listening exercises intended to develop aural skills, and the analysis of musical examples from a broad range of styles
and genres. It gives readers the opportunity to practice new vocabulary, as well as their performance and analytic skills,
in the context of complete compositions. The 7th Edition has been thoroughly revised and expanded, yet maintains the
intent of its original author, Earl Henry. It incorporates a broader range of musical examples and styles, along with
revised and expanded aural skills methods and exercises. So, whether readers are preparing for a career in music, or
simply want to develop their appreciation for this musical language, they will learn the terms, symbols, practices, and
conventions that make Western music sound the way it does.
This book is about the fundamentals of live sound engineering and is intended to supplement the curriculum for the
online classes at the Production Institute (www.productioninstitute.com/students). Nonetheless, it will be invaluable for
beginning sound engineers and technicians anywhere who seek to expand their knowledge of sound reinforcement on
their own. Written with beginners and novices in churches and convention centers in mind, this book starts by teaching
you professional terminology and the processes of creating production related documents used to communicate with
other sound engineers, vendors and venues. Subjects such as Signal Path and AC (alternating current) power safety
and distribution are closely examined. These two subjects are closely related to the buzzing, humming and other noise
related phenomena that often plague sound reinforcement systems. Chapters include an in-depth review of both analog
and digital mixing consoles, their differences and similarities, and the gain structure fundamentals associated with the
proper operation of either type of mixing console. Audio dynamic processors such as compressors, limiters and noise
gates and their operation are explained in detail. Audio effects like delay and reverb are examined so that you can learn
the basics of "sweetening" the mix to create larger and more emotive soundscapes and achieve studio-like outcomes in
a live sound environment. Advanced mixing techniques, workflow, and the conventional wisdom used by professional
audio engineers are explained so you don't have to spend years trying to figure out how these processes are achieved.
Last but not least, a comprehensive review of acoustic feedback, and how to eliminate it from stage monitors and main
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speaker systems are detailed in a step by step process. This book will be especially helpful to volunteer audio techs in
houses of worship, convention centers and venues of all types. It will bridge the gap between the on-the-job training
that beginners receive and the knowledge and conventional wisdom that professional sound engineers employ in their
daily routine.
What if there was an underlying universal language that encompassed everything in your reality but you simply were
not aware? What if you had been led away from this truth as a child? Would you want to know? What if you could find a
way to rediscover your connection to it and in doing so could change your whole perspective on life and your powerful
place within it? Through significant philosophical conversations with spiritual leaders, scientists, researchers, and
philosophers from around the globe coupled with his own life experiences, Author, Scott Leuthold gained new
perspectives on his reality. In his new book Rediscovering Your Divine Music, he shares a timely message that we must
reconnect with our natural world and learn to love and respect ourselves, everyone, and everything under the premise
that all is one.
This is not your ordinary book on preaching or ministry. It is a training tool, a handbook, an instruction manual and a
guide for getting very fundamental things done as a preacher and as a pastor. It is thorough yet uncomplicated reading
that enables you to use it with having to decode or dismantle it. "So You Want to be a Preacher?" is for the new as well
as the seasoned preacher. It is resourceful and makes the task of preaching and pastoring a less complicated task.
Strings of Faith
A Proactive, Creative Approach to Overcoming the Stresses of Musical Performance
9780495555728
Art Savvy
Introduction to Applied Creative Thinking
Cengage Advantage: A Creative Approach to Music Fundamentals
7 Keys is a children's piano alphabet book that teaches identification of the piano keys through rhyming and illustrations. Even though the
book is geared for 3-8 year olds, it is a good reference for anyone learning piano, as well as a helpful studio book for piano teachers.
Is it possible to experience joy made full? This story is one of heroic recovery. Darcy's sights are firmly set on winning The National Oldtime
Fiddle Contest in Weiser, Idaho. She barely gains traction with her quest when tragedy strikes.
Internationally renowned composer William Duckworth explores the fundamentals of music in the Advantage Edition of the best-selling A
CREATIVE APPROACH TO MUSIC FUNDAMENTALS, 11th Edition. This creative, reader-friendly text takes diverse student abilities into
consideration, covering music fundamentals in 15 concise chapters and 11 enrichment appendices. Duckworth focuses on developing
students' skills by offering written and aural exercises that help them learn the basics as well as by giving students the opportunity to apply
their knowledge in realistic music situations. The optional CourseMate learning environment includes Music Fundamentals in Action, an
interactive online tutorial that provides students with personalized study plans and podcasts from the author. A CREATIVE APPROACH TO
MUSIC FUNDAMENTALS, Advantage Edition, 11th Edition offers clear, concise yet comprehensive coverage of all major topics for a music
fundamentals course.
The main purpose of the book is to explore basic music theory so thoroughly that the interested student will then be able to easily pick up
whatever further theory is wanted. Music history and the physics of sound are included to the extent that they shed light on music theory. The
main premise of this course is that a better understanding of where the basics come from will lead to better and faster comprehension of
more complex ideas.It also helps to remember, however, that music theory is a bit like grammar. Catherine Schmidt-Hones is a music teacher
from Champaign, Illinois and she has been a pioneer in open education since 2004. She is currently a doctoral candidate at the University of
Illinois in the Open Online Education program with a focus in Curriculum and Instruction.
Discovering the Path to a Culture of Worship
Third Edition
The Boy With No Shadow
Music and the Child
Peruvian Heritage Songbook
Your Private Eye, Understanding Public Art in 5 Easy Pieces

Internationally renowned composer William Duckworth explores the fundamentals of music in this creative, reader-friendly text that takes
differing student abilities into consideration. CREATIVE APPROACH TO MUSIC FUNDAMENTALS (WITH KEYBOARD AND
GUITAR INSERT), 10E covers music fundamentals in 14 concise chapters and 11 enrichment appendices, offering extended coverage for
professors or students who desire further instruction. In addition, the text comes with an access card to Music Fundamentals in Action, a free
interactive online tutorial that provides students with personalized study plans and podcasts from the author. Duckworth focuses on developing
student skills by offering written and aural exercises, not only helping them to learn the basics, but also giving them the opportunity to apply
their knowledge in realistic music situations. The Music in Action boxes present opportunities for students to create music while learning the
fundamentals of rhythm, melody, scales, intervals and triads. Market-leading CREATIVE APPROACH TO MUSIC FUNDAMENTALS
(WITH KEYBOARD AND GUITAR INSERT), 10E offers clear and comprehensive coverage of all major topics for a fundamental music
course. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook
version.
When Brian's brain goes out on strike, he finds himself in a series of unfortunate and embarrassing situations. ... What do we do in the
bathroom in the mornings? ... Cannot remember which shoe goes on which foot ... Ending up in the wrong class at school ... Forgetting how to
do maths and not being able to spell the simplest of words - why can't he remember things? If Brian's terrible day is to get any better, he may
have to learn to take better care of himself and start listening to his body. This book will help children understand nutrition and the importance
of healthy eating. This story is told as a metaphor to read aloud to children and enjoy together. The vibrant illustrations and use of language
draws children in to be part of the adventure, gently guiding them alongside the characters to get the message on a more personal level for
them, to make their own meanings and take control of their own life situation - in their own way.
Creative Stress reveals with precision how we can and must transmute negative stress so that we can evolve individually and collectively. It offers
the reader a steady climb to the higher reaches of human creativity and fulfillment, and is packed with compelling stories from O'Dea's
exceptionally rich experience.
Here is a new text that fulfills an emerging need in both higher and public education and stands to break new ground in addressing critical skills
required of graduates. When working on their last book, It Works for Me, Creatively, the authors realized that the future belongs to the rightPage 4/6
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brained. While Daniel Pink and other visionaries may have oversimplified a bit, higher education is ripe for the creative campus, while
secondary education is desperately seeking a complement to the growing assessment/teach-to-the-test mentality. You don't have to study the
2010 IBM survey of prominent American CEOs to know that the number one skill business wants is students who can think creatively. To meet
the demand of new courses, programs, and curricula, the authors have developed a 200-page "textbook" suitable for secondary or higher
education courses that are jumping on this bandwagon. Introduction to Applied Creative Thinking, as the title suggests, focuses not on just
developing the skills necessary for creative thinking, but on having students apply those skills; after all, true creative thinking demands making
something that is both novel and useful. Such a book may also be used successfully by professional developers in business and education. For
this book, Hal Blythe and Charlie Sweet are joined in authorship by Rusty Carpenter. He not only directs Eastern Kentucky University's Noel
Studio for Academic Creativity but has co-edited a book on that subject, Higher Education, Emerging Technologies, and Community
Partnerships (2011) and the forthcoming Cases on Higher Education Spaces (2012). Introduction to Applied Creative Thinking is studentfriendly. Every chapter is laced with exercises, assignments, summaries, and generative spaces. Order copies now or contact the publisher for
further information.
Advantage Edition
A New Approach to Musicianship Training
The Fundamentals of Live Sound Engineering for Beginners
Taking Control of Your Future
So You Want to Be a Preacher?
Performance Wellness Manual
The Musician’s Guide to Theory and Analysis is a complete package of theory and aural skills resources that covers every topic commonly
taught in the undergraduate sequence. The package can be mixed and matched for every classroom, and with Norton’s new Know It? Show It!
online pedagogy, students can watch video tutorials as they read the text, access formative online quizzes, and tackle workbook assignments in
print or online. In its third edition, The Musician’s Guide retains the same student-friendly prose and emphasis on real music that has made it
popular with professors and students alike.
Expanded edition with additional analysis. One of the best compositions by one of twentieth century Italy's best-known composers, the Laud to
the Nativity stands out because of its unique pastoral instrumentation, the unusual blending of archaic and early twentieth century styles, the
expressive setting of the unusual text, and the creative interweaving of dramatic and lyrical elements. Respighi skillfully combined these
diverse factors to create a charming and colorful composition. A rewarding challenge to conductors and performers, the work proves to be a
pleasure to learn and perform. This unique work truly deserves its place in the international repertoire and the many performances it receives
each year. This Monograph seeks to assist musicians who are preparing the Laud for performance by providing them with relevant historical,
analytical, and practical information about the work and its composer.
A CREATIVE APPROACH TO MUSIC FUNDAMENTALS is a reader-friendly, creative text that focuses on music fundamentals through
written and aural exercises. In addition, the text strives to teach students how to create music through learning rhythm, melody, scales,
intervals, and triads. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in
the ebook version.
The Performance Wellness Manual is a comprehensive guide to the Montello Method for Performance Wellness (PW), a multi-modal,
research-based approach designed to offer performers, arts educators, creative arts therapists, and performing arts medicine practitioners a
deeper understanding of the implications of stress in performance, as well as practical tools for allowing the mind-body to become a resilient
"instrument" in the face of stressful situations. Integrating techniques from the fields of music therapy, neuropsychology and yoga science,
the cornerstone of the PW approach is Essential Musical Intelligence, the innate ability to use music and sound to bypass the limitations of
the rational, conscious mind and instantly connect with your creative source to manifest healing, mastery, and joy in performance and in
daily life. In the Performance Wellness Manual you will learn: Ways to use music and sound as self-reflecting, transformational tools to
facilitate creativity and total wellness Processes to target the underlying causes of performance anxiety Powerful mind-body awareness
techniques to reduce stress Tools to reprogram negative thoughts Keys to preventing overuse injuries How to create a customized daily selfcare practice Methods to overcome performance challenges in real time How to nurture a deep connection with your audience
A Volume of Poetry - Number 79
7 Keys a Piano Alphabet Book
Music Theory Through Improvisation
The Calm Coloring Book
A Project Method for Advanced Study
Understanding Basic Music Theory

Musical material specifically composed for the study of sight singing.
Reorganized and streamlined, the third edition of The Musician's Guide to Fundamentals
features a new, laser focus on the core concepts of music fundamentals. The text features
NEW online resources--including formative quizzes and a self-grading workbook--while
retaining the Musician's Guide's emphasis on real music from Bach to Broadway, Mozart to
Katy Perry.
Never HIGHLIGHT a Book Again! Virtually all of the testable terms, concepts, persons, places,
and events from the textbook are included. Cram101 Just the FACTS101 studyguides give all
of the outlines, highlights, notes, and quizzes for your textbook with optional online
comprehensive practice tests. Only Cram101 is Textbook Specific. Accompanys:
9780495572206 9780495796435 .
Applied Music Fundamentals: Writing, Singing, and Listening provides an engaging and
interactive introduction to the fundamentals of music theory. A wealth of skills-based
exercises and memorization strategies-both in the text and online-build mastery and fluency
through varied repetition and offer students the opportunity to apply musical abilities and
concepts. Through familiar examples and by placing the analysis and creation of music in a
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real-world context, Applied Music Fundamentals moves readers beyond mere rote
memorization toward a thorough and more intuitive understanding of the key concepts that
music theory students must know. Distinctive features * Keyboard, Singing, and Hearing
Exercises reinforce the crucial connection between sound and notation * "Informed Listening"
examples challenge students to analyze repertoire by ear in order to foster real-time musical
understanding * Short, portable "Drills to Go" help to reinforce skills and content outside of
the classroom * "Composition" exercises and "Challenge" examples give students the
opportunity to think beyond the foundations introduced in each chapter and apply their
acquired musical skills in a creative and personal way · Marginal icons direct students to
interactive musical examples on the book's website (www.oup.com/us/root), underscoring
how listening helps them understand musical concepts Instructors: Help your students
practice and master basic music theory skills with Oxford's online Music Theory Skill Builder.
Specially priced packages are available for this text. Contact your Oxford University Press
representative for more information.
Outlines and Highlights for a Creative Approach to Music Fundamentals by William Duckworth,
Isbn
Rudiments, Musicianship, and Composition, Books a la Carte
The Collection Continues
The Musician's Guide to Fundamentals
Live Sound Basics
Writing, Singing, and Listening
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